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Miscellaneous notes: Capt. iritz identifies the Oswald shirt that was 

sent to the crime lab as the one he was wearing when arrested. Compare this 

with the testi:nony of the FBI expert Stombaugh. Unanswered questions raised by 

Oswald in his interrogrations: The floor on which he usually worked on vhich 

he said he ate his lunch and whether or not he had in fact worked on the sixth 

floor on the day of the assassination; whether anyone ever tried to get him a 

lawyer frau the Civil Liberties Union; whether he did change his clothes in his 

room that day, as he said; why no verbatim transcript of the interrogations were 

made; why he left 4170 in Marina's bureau; why he asked for an FBI agent when 

arrested in New Orleans; why FBI Agent Nosty who seems to have suddenly disap-

peared fran ths scene engaged in what can fairly be called rough shadowing; the 

incident of this Secret Service man Oswald said he directed into the Book Deposi-

tory, p.629; why he was not questioned about the inclusion of the Amarican Civil 

Liberties Union on his post office box notation; 

Others: why Buchanan and Joesten were not called as witnesses; the ques-

tions raised it. the section dealing with the medical reports, especially dis-

crepancies on time, and why the Commission made no effort to reconcile or elimi-

nate them. Among the unlisted speculations that Marina had been brainwashed; 

who sold what evidence, especially the picture; with the inference that Oswald 

was of unsound mind, why no psychiatric witnesses were called except for one 

who I believeexamined him as a child; was any effort made to find out if Oswald 

told the truth about his movements that day'. All visible efforts have been to 

disprove them. Was uswald seen to have or believed to have the skill to repack 

bullets? With the Commission's inference that Oswald was a Marxist and other 

inferences that he really didn't understand Marxism, was any effort made to find 
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out whether, in fact, he did or was, other than his pretense? Was any effort 

made to learn whether the man looking like Oswald seen at the shooting range 

was a plant? ?Thy there was no identification of the empty rifle bullet shells; 

why there was no identification of the location of the bullet that "missed" hit 

the culyb; why the Commission accepted so many undated documents; why no picture 

of Brennan, such as from the Zapruder film or the many news films available 

that day; was there a picture of Oswald's room taken that day? If so, why isn't 

it used to clear up the discrepancies about it? Were any changes made in the 

area, such as in landscaping? This is not from the report but is visible in a 

comparison of pict--ao 	rtn  t 2_ A Pig A November Anti since_ re fleet i no the 

pruning of hedges and things like that; did any such thing happen to the trees? 

The same qu est:L on with regard to signs, such as road signs. 


